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In our paper, we consider approaches towards the recognition of sign languages used by the 

deaf people in Russia and India. The structure of the recognition system for individual gestures is 
proposed based on the identification of its five components: configuration, orientation, localization, 
movement and non-manual markers. We overview the methods applied for the recognition of both 
individual gestures and continuous Indian and Russian sign languages. In particular we consider the 
problem of building corpuses of sign languages, as well as sets of training data (datasets). We note the 
similarity of certain individual gestures in Russian and Indian sign languages and specify the structure 
of the local dataset for static gestures of the Russian sign language. For the dataset, 927 video files 
with static one-handed gestures were collected and converted to JSON using the OpenPose library. 
After analyzing 21 points of the skeletal model of the right hand, the obtained reliability for the 
choice of points equal to 0.61, which was found insufficient. It is noted that the recognition of indi-
vidual gestures and sign speech in general is complicated by the need for accurate tracking of various 
components of the gestures, which are performed quite quickly and are complicated by overlapping 
hands and faces. To solve this problem, we further propose an approach related to the development of 
a biosimilar neural network, which is to process visual information similarly to the human cerebral 
cortex: identification of lines, construction of edges, detection of movements, identification of geo-
metric shapes, determination of the direction and speed of the objects movement. We are currently 
testing a biologically similar neural network proposed by A.V. Kugaevskikh on video files from the 
Russian sign language dataset.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Communication and collaboration between deaf-mute people and hearing 
people is hindered by lack of a common language. Although there has been a lot of 
research in this domain, there is still room for work towards a system that is ubiqui-
tous, non-invasive, works in real-time and can be trained interactively by the us-
er. Sign Language (SL) serves as a communication medium among the deaf and 
hard of hearing society. In general, SL is not only used primarily by the deaf and 
hearing impaired community, but also by the hearing community who are all not 
able to speak or have some trouble with the spoken language because of some other 
disabilities (augmentative communication). Also, SL is used by people who can 
hear, but cannot speak because of other conditions such as the Parkinson’s disor-
der. Sign languages are not international and are not the same all over the world. 
Currently, there is no clarity about the number of sign languages in use world-
wide – each and every country has its native SL, and some countries can have more 
than one SL too. Some of the sign languages in existence are American Sign Lan-
guage (ASL), British Sign Language (BSL), Chinese Sign Language (CSL), Ger-
man Sign Language (DSL), Indian Sign Language (ISL), Russian Sign Language 
(RSL), etc. Also, some sign languages have obtained a legal recognition whereas 
the others do not have such recognition worldwide. 

The problem of the computer-aided SLs recognition has high social im-
portance, and many researchers around the world work on it. Still, currently it can-
not be considered satisfactory resolved, mostly due to a low accuracy of the SL 
recognition. 

1. GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE RUSSIAN AND INDIAN 
SIGN LANGUAGES USED BY THE DEAF PEOPLE 

According to the census released by World Health Organization in 2011 Cen-
sus, the total population of deaf persons in India numbered about 5 million and the 
mute persons numbered around 2 million. The Indian Sign Language (ISL) is used 
in the deaf-mute community all over India. But ISL is not used in schools for deaf 
children to teach them. Teacher training programs do not orient teachers towards 
teaching methods that use ISL. There is no teaching material that incorporates a 
sign language. Parents of deaf children are not aware of the availability of a sign 
language and its ability to remove communication barriers. ISL interpreters are an 
urgent requirement at institutes and places where there is communication between 
the deaf and hearing people but India has only fewer than 300 certified sign lan-
guage interpreters [1]. There even was an argument that other countries such as 
Nepal, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and some border places of Pakistan [2] also use ISL.  

Sign language habitually contributes considerable resemblances to their rele-
vant spoken words; however, SL has its own structure and grammar and it varies 
according to the efficiency and fluency of signing. Although general linguistics 
consider both signed and spoken languages as different types of the natural lan-
guage, a sign language should not be considered as a body language just because it 
is another way of non-linguistic communication. Similarly, ISL also has its own 
structure, syntax, morphology, phonology and grammatical variations. ISL in-
volves visual conveying of meaning instead of spoken words. This communication  
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Fig. 1. ISL-alphabets 

Рис. 1. ISL-aлфавиты  

involves a simultaneous combination of both manual and non-manual means of 
expression. Manual parameters include hand shape, hand position, hand orienta-
tion, hand trajectories and arms movements while non-manual parameters include 
facial expressions, head and body postures, mouth and gaze directions. All these 
expressions together convey an intended meaning and information of the signer in 
terms of visual projection. ISL consists of both isolated words [3] and continuous 
sentences like other sign languages. Fig. 1 represents the ISL alphabets. The offi-
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cial ISL dictionary is continuously updated starting from 1,000 words in initial re-
lease to 3,000 words in the second release and now with a newer vocabulary of 
6,000 words in various categories. Unlike ASL and other SLs, ISL is highly com-
plex because: 

 It consists of combination of single and double handed sign gestures and it 
often consists of more double handed signs even for isolated words.  

 When it comes to double handed signs, there is a high chance of overlapping 
of hands and occlusion of hands over facial expressions.  

 Hand positioning with respect to face and body implies different signs at dif-
ferent locations. 

In India, it is estimated that more than one million deaf adults and more than 
half million deaf children use ISL [4]. But still there were certain limitations to de-
velop a dictionary for ISL which arise due to cultural factors and societal impacts. 
Some of them [2] are: 

 In rural parts of India, impairments are ill-treated and signing with gestures 
is not motivated by people. 

 Until the late 1990s, it was believed there was no such a thing as ISL and so 
the Indian system lacked research into ISL linguistics. 

 The non-availability of standardization of the lexicon, syntax and grammar of 
ISL with documentation and non-availability of ISL automation tools for learning.  

 Availability of ISL interpreters is often problematic. 
The focus on ISL studies began after 1978 and it was finally accepted coun-

trywide to use ISL. ISL was a language in its own right and a few hundred sign 
languages are used in cities such as Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Bengaluru [5]. 
Later, the Ramakrishna Mission Vivekananda University [6] collated signs from 
across 42 places in the country and released a sign dictionary for 1,600 words. ISL 
Recognition (ISLR) is a breakthrough for helping impaired (deaf-mute) people and 
has been researched in recent years. Unfortunately, every reported research has its 
own limitations and is still unable to be used commercially. Some of the studies 
achieved certain success in recognizing SL, but required high costs to be commer-
cialized. Nowadays, researchers pay more attention for developing ISLR that can 
be used commercially. Tracking and recognizing specialized multimodal gesture 
signs are crucial, especially in recognizing signs and sign gestures. 

The Russian Sign Language is utilized by the hearing-impaired people in the 
Russian Federation – 120,5 thousand users, according to the Census of 2010 – and 
to some extent in the former Soviet republics. Despite a significant number of us-
ers, the RSL has got its official backing just recently, after the amendments to the 
Federal Law “On the social security for the invalids in the Russian Federation” 
were signed by President V. Putin at the end of 2012. There, the RSL is defined as 
“the communication language used in case of hearing and/or speaking impair-
ments, particularly in the context of the oral use of the Russian Federation’s official 
state language”. 

A comprehensive review and the comparison of the dictionaries for the three 
different variants (dialects) of RSL – the St. Petersburg, Moscow, and Siberian dia-
lects – can be found for example in [7]. At the first stage of their research, continuous 
sampling was done from the four RSL dictionaries [8–11], so that the signs were ex-
tracted and organized alphabetically. The total number of signs in the resulting sam-
ple amounted to nearly 13,000 lexical items. At the second stage, they composed a 
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comparative table of the signs included in the above lexicographic sources, and per-
formed a comparative analysis. The research resulted in the joint list of the signs con-
tained in the covered dictionaries, in total including 6,200 items. 

The subsequent analyses of the language material was aimed at identifying the 
number of the signs that correspond to homonyms and polysemantic words in the 
Russian language [12], as well as refining the understanding of the performance of 
the signs corresponding to homonyms [13], of which 54 sign pairs were identified. 
Unlike the spoken homonyms, the signs are shown differently, but their perfor-
mance allows accurate communication of the meaning. For the polysemantic 
words, in total 280 signs were identified, and their particularity is that the different 
performance of the corresponding signs allows the communication of the meaning 
without relying on the context. Some signs from this group are imitative, and some 
have performance which is similar to the non-verbal component that accompanies 
the corresponding terms in the Russian language. 

The particular features of the RSL word-formation system are as follows: 
1. The basic units of the word-formation system are chains, paradigms and 

nests in which motivating and motivated gestures are highlighted, and the motivat-
ing words of the Russian speaking language are not always the names of the moti-
vating gestures. 

2. The system does not have the means that fully correspond to the word-
formation formants of the Russian language. However, this system has its own spe-
cific means of forming new gestures. Since the sign language uses visual-
kinesthetic channel for transmitting information instead of sounds, the gestures 
similar to one-root words can be created using a combination of two independent 
gestures of the RSL, adding special additional gestures (for example, the gesture 
meaning man) to the nominative gesture, repeating an additional gesture, changing 
the amplitude / intensity of the gesture, its localization, converting a one-handed 
gesture into a two-handed gesture, using facial expressions and / or turning the 
body when performing the gesture. The above means are applied systematically, 
which suggests the existence of original word-formation models in RSL, some of 
which have analogues in the Russian speaking language. 

3. The sign formation techniques in RSL can differ: 
– similar performance of the gestures that are cognates from the point of view 

of word formation of the Russian language, but are not included in word-formation 
chains; 

– identical performance of the gestures whose analogues are cognates in the 
Russian language; 

– dissimilarity in the performance of the gestures, whose names in Russian are 
cognates. 

RSL has gestures similar to the classes of words that are called parts of speech 
in the Russian-speaking language. In RSL, noun gestures predominate (at least 
66 %); while in the 20th century there were more adjective gestures. The shares of 
the verb gestures are almost identical in all available dictionaries (9-11 %), and 
generally the data on the number of gestures have slight differences similar to nu-
merals, pronouns, adverbs, participles, conjunctions, interjections, prepositions and 
particles. For instance, the I.F. Geilman dictionary does not contain predicates, 
while the video dictionary developed by the Social Support Institute of NSTU lacks 
modal words. 
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2. THE STRUCTURE OF THE SIGN LANGUAGES 
RECOGNITION SYSTEM 

The main objective of the SL Recognition (SLR) system is to recognize a 
large vocabulary under unrestricted environments which would make the commu-
nication between the hearing-impaired community and the normal hearing people 
easy. SL linguistics is mainly composed of three components; namely manual sig-
nals, non-manual signals and finger spelling. Manual signals are made only with 
hand gestures employing hand shape, position, orientation and motion trajectories, 
non-manual signals are those made with facial expressions, body postures and head 
positions which are used as a part of the sign or to modify the meaning of a manual 
signals, and finger spelling are the gestures which spell out the words as individual 
letters using local verbal language. 

Manual linguistics is the essential component that is required to recognize the 
sign language. The manual signals are further divided in terms of three major com-
ponents namely hand shape, hand motion and place of articulation. When consider-
ing the manual signals without incorporating the non-manual components, it is 
treated as a subset of elements of gestural communication. Also, manual signals  
are highly structured, restricted and more complex concerning the two-handed 
signs. 

Albeit, the manual cue analysis is treated as a part of gesture communication 
and it needs more personalized methods in case of solving large-vocabulary sign 
recognition system, or in analyzing the correlation of hands. Many of the existing 
approaches in SLR focus on hand postures that are static hand shapes ignoring the 
fact that many sign languages contain signs with motion invariants. When it comes 
to a large-vocabulary recognition system, it is highly infeasible to recognize all 
signs only with the help of static postures. Fig. 2 shows various methods of extract-
ing manual signals in SLR systems. 

A non-manual signal in SLR plays a vital role in conveying the significant 
amount of meaningful information in addition to manual signals. The most useful 
non-manual cues are Facial Expressions, Lip Movements and Head Pose Estima-
tion. The non-manual cue expressions are raising or lowering the eyebrows, eye 
gaze, head nods and shakes, nose wrinkling, lip movements and different degrees 
of eye aperture. These cues will manoeuvre as an indicator and provide supplemen-
tary information to work as a modulation function involved in adding lexical and 
semantic properties of signs. Combination of these facial expressions and head 
pose estimation helps in understanding certain grammatical status which includes 
question types, negations, ‘when’ clauses and relative clauses.  

3. APPROACHES TOWARDS RECOGNITION OF SIGN 
LANGUAGES 

Research in the field of SLR mainly focuses on two dimensions, namely Iso-
lated Sign Recognition (SR) and Continuous Sentence Recognition (CSR). The iso-
lated word recognition involves recognizing single and double hand static postures 
that the signer performs to convey information, whereas the continuous recogni-
tion involves identifying the sequence of gestures signed by the signer one after  
the other.  
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Fig. 2. Extraction of manual signal in SLR 

Рис. 2. Распознавание ручного жеста в SLR 

Among these two recognition problems, CSR is quite different because in 
hand gesture recognition it is considered as gesture spotting and in sign language 
recognition the problem is considered as a co-articulation problem. The co-
articulation problem makes recognition more complex because the ascendant sign 
affects the descendant sign and the transition between the signs i.e. Epentheses 
Movements (EM) ought to be explicitly or implicitly modelled to be integrated into 
the recognition systems.   

ISLR research started with the recognition of ISR and CSR based on the De-
vice-Based approaches using sensors and trackers. Albeit these approaches produce 
accurate results in tracking and pointing the gestures, the signer loses their natural 
way of signing by being constantly required to wear burdensome devices or track-
ers on their hands. On the other hand, Vision-Based approaches in sign language 
recognition provide a user-friendly environment for signers. However, this ap-
proach also faces several challenges in CSR which are handling occlusion of hands 
over face, the co-articulation problem, segmenting, detecting hand and finger con-
figuration and modelling the transition movements between the signs. In order to 
overcome these challenges, many vision-based approaches use different coloured 
gloves on hands or colour markers for fingers. Despite all these, the marker-free 
recognition of sign language detection, recognition and classification in cluttered 
and unrestricted environments is an open research problem. 

Let us consider individual signs recognition for the ISL. An ISLR system was 
proposed by Nandi et al. [14] and recognized 22 ISL signs with an accuracy of 
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92.29 %. Rekha et al. [15] produced an accuracy of 91.30 % for 26 ISL gestures 
using 2D computer vision techniques. However, their proposed approach suffered 
from varying illuminations. Lilha and Shivmurthy [16] developed an ISL recogni-
tion system to recognize static and dynamic sign gestures. Their system achieved 
an accuracy of 98.1 % but a signer would lose the natural way of signing due to  
the necessity of wearing a wristband to differentiate palm and forearm. Adithya  
et al. [17] used Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) to recognize ISL alphabets and 
numbers. Their system showed an accuracy of 91.1 % but failed to cope up in the 
real time environment. Dixit and Jalal [18] proposed an approach to recognize sin-
gle and double handed ISL gestures of 720 isolated words and attained an accuracy 
of 96.2 %. 

Ananya et al. [4] adapted Conditional Random Fields (CRF) to segment the 
one-handed and two-handed signs of an isolated ISL and got an accuracy of 90 % 
and 86 % respectively. Sahoo & Ravulakollu [19] designed a recognition system to 
recognize isolated signs using the K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) and ANN classifi-
er. They have achieved 95 % accuracy for the single-handed signs and 96% for the 
double-handed signs. Singh et al. [20] decomposed single and double handed fea-
tures using Histogram of Gradients (HOG) and geometric descriptors and classi-
fied them using the Support Vector Machine (SVM) and ANN. Their system pro-
duced an accuracy of 94.23 %. Gangrade et al. The authors [21] recognized ISL 
numbers from 0 to 9 using a bag of words and achieved an accuracy of 93.26 %. 
However, all the developed systems recognize only isolated words and include on-
ly manual features. It is mandatory for the SLR system to include both manual and 
non-manual parameters to produce an accurate result. 

Let us further consider the actual ISL recognition. Bhuyan et al. [22] intro-
duced a novel method for recognizing transition movements between the continu-
ous signs in trajectory-based gesture recognition. They have used the concept of 
recognizing co-articulation point between fast and slow frames to separate the tran-
sition movements from sign gestures. Li & Greenspan [23] proposed a more effi-
cient gesture segmentation method for continuous gesture recognition of the ISL 
using continuous dynamic programming and got an accuracy of 95 %. Bhuyan et 
al. [24] proposed a gesture trajectory model to identify the dynamic gestures and 
their approach achieved an accuracy of 95 %. Kishore & Kumar [25] designed an 
ISL system to recognize ISL gestures from videos under different complex back-
grounds and achieved an accuracy of 96 % for 351 signs.  

Nanivadekar et al. [26] proposed a step algorithm that takes into consideration 
the motion tracking, pattern recognition and hand tracking. Their system worked 
on videos of dynamic gestures but they failed to consider the phrases and facial 
movements. Kishore et al. [27] proposed a 4-Camera model to segment the hand 
gestures using the features obtained from the elliptical Fourier descriptors and clas-
sified them using ANN. The recognition rate of their system was about 92.23 %. 
Tripathi et al. [28] separated the continuous gestures using the gradient method by 
calculating the gradient for each frame and overlapping between continuous frames 
are also checked. Prasad et al. [29] developed the ISLR system with a recognition 
rate of 92.34 % for the 80 self-collected video sequences consisting of 59 letters 
and numbers, and 20 words. Athira et al. [28] developed a signer independent ISLR 
model with finger spelling alphabets and dynamic single-handed signs with a 
recognition accuracy of 91 % and 89 % respectively. 
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Let us consider the particulars and of Vision and Sensor Based Recognition. 
Most researchers focused on vision based approaches to recognize the ISL. Rekha 
et al. [15] used Wavelet Packet Decomposition and Principal Curvature as Region 
Detectors for recognizing ISL hand postures and produced an accuracy of 93.1 %. 
Bhuyan & Bora [30] recognized dynamic and static gestures of the ISL with the aid 
of hand oriented video abstraction technique based on hand shapes, trajectory and 
hand motion. Agarwal et al. [31] adapted a feature fusion algorithm for recognizing 
gestures by extracting Geometric Features, HOG and Scale Invariant Feature 
Transform (SIFT) features and achieved an accuracy of 93 %. Joshi et al. [32] con-
sidered manual features as essential and the focus is particularly on the boundary of 
the shape. It is observed that the enhancement is achieved only up to a particular 
level, therefore the accuracy saturates at higher orders. Kumar et al. [33] analyzed 
the performance of the combination of different feature vectors and Kaur et al. [34] 
proposed the ISL recognition system that acquired a high accuracy for a feature 
vector of size 638. The larger size of feature vector imposes problems in terms of 
memory space requirement and time to process the feature vector. 

Mehrotra et al. [20] recognized 37 ISL signs and attained an accuracy of 
86.16 % based on 3D skeleton point features from the Kinect sensor using SVM. 
Raheja et al. [35] proposed an ISLR system based on depth based information us-
ing Kinect and used SVM for classifying the signs. Kumar et al. [36] proposed a 
multimodal framework using the Leap Motion Controller (LMC) and a Kinect sen-
sor for SLR based on classifiers combines both sensors to detect the signs. They 
have recognized 50 ISL signs and attained an accuracy of 40.23 % for all gestures. 
Joshi et al. [37] designed a unimodal feature fusion that helps in minimising the 
feature vector size, as well as enhances performance for all the datasets but fails in 
recognizing the Indian Sign Language (ISL) complex background dataset. 
Raghuveera et al. [38] proposed an ensemble method to recognize ISL single-
handed signs, double-handed signs and finger spelling signs of 4,600 images and 
got an accuracy of 71.85 %. Moreover, all these sensors have their advantages in 
terms of low cost and drawbacks related to motion data. However, all these meth-
ods used sensors to recognize the signs and still addressing epenthesis movements 
are open challenges. 

Let us consider the RSL recognition. The research in this field [39, 40] started 
with translation of the Russian spoken language into the sign language using dif-
ferential object marking [41, 42]. Lately, the translation approach has been adjusted 
together with the RSL recognition using dynamic programming [43] and Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNN) [44]. However, these methods relied on the Kinect 
sensor for the recognition of the features [45]. In [46–48] the attempts are made to 
recognize RSL signs and the non-manual components. The general requirement is 
that the recognition algorithms must work in real time and recognize the signs as 
they unfold in the sign space [49]. 

4. SIGN CORPUS 

For the Indian Sign Language, IITA-ROBITA ISL [50] there is one developed 
by the Indian Institute of Technology Allahabad, with 23 sign gestures signed by one 
native signer. A vocabulary of 140 symbols [51] created using 18 subjects consisting 
of 5041 images with most of double-handed gestures and another set of 24 static 
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hand shapes of ISL [52] are used. A dataset with 3000 images consisting of alpha-
bets, numbers, words and emotions are used to recognize signs in different domains 
like sports and traffic symbols. However, the datasets cited in the research article are 
not made available to the public to download as an open source. The same author 
created a new dataset consisting of 100 sign sentences of ISL signed by two native 
signers and the preliminary work of pre-processing is going on in the collected data 
using the methodologies discussed in [53]. It was initially planned to proceed with 
the classification [54] but based on the state-of-the-art performance of deep learning 
technologies in today's perception systems of sign recognition, the classification will 
be done using the fine tuned Convolutional Neural Networks and the Long-Short 
Term Memory. Once the pre-processing and classification is conducted, the data will 
be made available as an open-source for other researchers to make use of it. 

Application of the deep learning techniques that currently show their 
effectiveness in general visual recognition remains problematic for SLs, due to the 
limited availability of labeled datasets. Compared to speaking languages they are 
scarce, and for some national sign languages are virtually non-existent. One of the 
directions of our work involves creation of SL dataset for the Russian language, for 
which we have already collected 927 video image files with static one-handed 
signs (Fig. 3). Each gesture is shown by 2-3 different people with 5 repetitions. 
After converting the video files to JSON using the Open Pose library and analyzing 
21 points of the right hand skeletal model, we obtained the point selection 
confidence of 0.61. So, in Fig. 4 the initial gesture, its markup in Open Pose and 
estimates of the probability of choosing each of the 21 points of the skeletal model 
of the finger joints are presented. This accuracy confidence so far remains 
insufficient to recognize one-handed static gestures, so we are considering other 
approaches, as described in the current paper. 

 

 
Fig. 3. An extract from the dataset with one-handed signs we are developing  

for the Russian SL 

Рис. 3. Примеры из набора данных с одноручными жестами, которые  
мы разрабатываем для русского SL 
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Fig. 4. The procedure of Open Pose detection for assessing the probability (confidence)  

of choosing 21 points of the skeletal model of finger joints 

Рис. 4. Процедура обнаружения OpenPose для оценки вероятности (достоверности) 
выбора 21 точки скелетной модели суставов пальцев  

During the development of the dataset for the Russian language, the similarity 
of gestures of the Russian sign language and the Indian sign language was re-
vealed. Some of them are presented in Table. 1. 

5. THE BIO-SIMILAR NEURAL NETWORK APPROACH 

The recognition of individual signs and SLs in general is challenging due to 
the need to perform fine tracking of various sign components that are made rapidly 
and are further complicated by the overlapping of hands, face, etc. To solve this 
problem, the approach based on bio-similar neural networks seems particularly 
promising [55]. 

The visual cortex in the human brain is responsible for the processing of the 
visual information [56] and includes 5 zones, whose functioning can be roughly 
described as follows: 

 V1 is the identification of the lines, with the mechanism being functionally 
similar to the Gabor filter [57]; 

 V2 is the construction of the edges; 
 V3 is the detection of movements; 
 V4 is the identification of geometric forms; 
 V5 is the detection of the direction and movement speed of the objects. 

It should be noted that the numbers above do not reflect the actual order of the 
signal processing as the zones have both direct and reverse interconnections. 

The dorsal and versal paths for the signals distribution in the cortex are spe-
cial. The former goes through the V1, V2 and V5 zones being responsible for the 
spatial judgments and assessments. The latter goes through V1, V2 and V4, and it’s 
considered to be related to the recognition of the form, the comprehension of the 
object and the long-term memory [58]. 

Currently, we perform testing of the network proposed by A.V. Kugaevskih 
on the video files of the RSL dataset. The architecture of the network (the model of 
the neurons) is organized similarly to the visual cortex in the human brain. 
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Table 1 

Таблица 1 

Similar gestures in RSL and ISL 

Похожие жесты в RSL и ISL 

ISL RSL 

Gesture 
name 

Start of gesture End of gesture Start of gesture End of gesture 

Book  
(Книга) 

    

Man  
(Мужчина) 

    

Internet  
(Интернет) 

    

Clean 
(Школа) 

    

Child  
(Низкий) 

    

 

CONCLUSION 

In our paper, we overview the available methods for the recognition of both 
individual signs and sign languages in general. The study has been performed for 
Indian and Russian sign languages. We have also covered the structure of the indi-
vidual signs recognition system, which involves five components: the hand shape, 
orientation, localization, movement and non-manual markers. We also consider the 
available datasets for the two languages, particularly the static signs of the RSL. 
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Finally, we briefly describe the novel approach towards prompt and accurate 
recognition of various sign components based on the bio-similar neural network. 

Funding: The reported study was funded by RFBR and DST according to the 
research project No. 19-57-45006. 
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Аннотация 

Рассматриваются подходы к распознаванию жестовых языков глухих на примере 
русского и индийского жестовых языков. Предлагается структура системы распознава-
ния отдельных жестов на основе выявления пяти его компонент – конфигурации, ориен-
тации, локализации, движения и немануальных маркеров. Приведен анализ применяе-
мых методов распознавания отдельных жестов и непрерывной жестовой речи для индий-
ского и русского языков жестов. Рассматривается проблема построения корпусов жесто-
вых языков, а также наборов обучающих данных (Датасет). Отмечается сходство отдель-
ных жестов русского и индийского жестовых языков. Приводится структура локального 
Датасет для статичных жестов русского жестового языка. Было собрано 927 файлов ви-
деоизображений со статическими одноручными жестами. После преобразования ви-
деофайлов в формат JSON с использованием библиотеки OpenPose и анализа 21 точек 
скелетной модели правой руки была получена достоверность выбора точек 0,61. Делает-
ся вывод, что эта достоверность является недостаточной. Отмечается, что распознавание 
отдельных жестов глухих и жестовой речи в целом осложнено необходимостью точного 
отслеживания различных компонентов жестов, которые выполняются достаточно быстро 
и осложнены перекрытием рук, лица. Для решения этой задачи предлагается подход, 
связанный с разработкой биологически подобной нейронной сети. Моделируемая 
нейронная сеть должна проводить обработку визуальной информации аналогично коре 
головного мозга человека: идентификация линий, построение ребер, обнаружение дви-
жений, идентификация геометрических форм, определение направления и скорости дви-
жения объектов. В настоящее время мы проводим тестирование биологически подобной 
нейронной сети, предложенной А.В. Кугаевских, на видеофайлах обучающих данных 
русского жестового языка. 

Ключевые слова: русский жестовый язык, индийский жестовый язык, распозна-
вание жестов, компоненты жестов глухих, искусственная нейронная сеть, машинное 
обучение, наборы обучающих данных 
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